
 

Dear Parents and Community Members,                                           April 13, 2016 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to provide some insight about today’s vote by the board of 
education to shorten the school year for students by two days.  This vote will impact every 
family in our district, as it moves the last day of school to Friday, May 20, rather than Tuesday, 
May 24. 

The primary reason for this decision was to provide professional development for our certified 
and support staff.  While the district will realize some transportation, utility and substitute cost 
savings, these monies were not the driving factor in this decision. 

In addition to their already heavy workloads, next year teachers must be ready to fully 
implement new Math and English Language Arts standards as well as be up-to-speed on 
numerous other initiatives that will require substantial training. That is why board members 
and central office administrators feel that using the last two days of this school year to provide 
robust training is in the best interest of our students. This action will help our teachers be 
better prepared to begin teaching on day one of the 2016-2017 school year. 

In addition, providing necessary training next month should decrease the number of 
professional development teacher absences next year which provides for better continuity of 
instruction and allows the district to save on the use of substitute teachers.  

The district curriculum team is working with site administrators on the schedule for the 
professional development which will occur May 23 and May 24. Currently, teachers will receive 
training on one or more of the following:  

• Math and English Language Arts standards 
• New K-12 reading adoption 
• iPad and Chromebook usage in support of the district digital learning plan (for 8th grade 

and 9th grade teachers)  
• Canvas (the district’s new learning management system)  



 

We must take advantage of every opportunity to deliver robust training and resources to our 
teachers so that they can provide quality instruction in the classroom. Our students deserve 
that.  
 
We understand that this change in school calendar could be an inconvenience to some families. 
I want you to know that we greatly appreciate your understanding and patience.  

In the coming days, site principals will be making adjustments to the May schedules. Please 
check back frequently with your child’s school for the most up-to-date information.  

Sincerely, 

 


